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The Final Solution
The 7 Day Coding System
It seems as if every system I write about in a Kindle is soon replaced by
something that is even BETTER.
I recently put up a new Kindle explaining a 10 Straight Number System.
You can see it here: https://www.amazon.com/dp/B079DH666K
Guess what?
I found something better. This NEW and IMPROVED straight number
system may be The Final Solution to the Pick 3 riddle because it solves
the two biggest problems in the Pick 3 game; (1) Too many numbers to
play and (2) Not having a specific time frame of when the numbers are
supposed to hit. This system solves these two problems by only giving
you TWO numbers to play and giving you a 7 day time window for
those two numbers to hit. I call this time window Containment.
Containment is defined as the action of keeping something under
control or within limits. The limit that we are interested in the Pick 3
game is one concerning TIME. Specifically, we want to know when we
should START playing a set of numbers and when we should STOP
playing those numbers. In the Pick 3 game we have to know WHEN
a set of numbers is going to hit and we need this time window to be
short.
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Question: What is the problem with due pairs?
Answer: You have no idea WHEN the due pairs will hit; so you play the
due pairs "blind" because there is no Containment; you do not know
when is the cut-off point (when you should stop playing them). This
new system solves this problem once and for all. This system gives you
TWO numbers that will hit within 7 DAYS. That is why I call it the 7 Day
Coding System.

Question: What is the problem with my 10 Straight Number System?
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B079DH666K
Answer: The Containment or time window is TOO LONG (8 weeks). That
is way too long a time period to be playing a set of numbers - and they
may NOT hit during those 8 weeks!

This new system is designed to give you numbers that will hit within 7
days. This can be 7 drawings or 14 drawings. Or it can be 21 drawings
(Georgia) or 24 drawings (Texas). Specifically, this system will give you
2 (TWO) box numbers that will hit in the next 7 days (Sunday to
Saturday). These two numbers can be converted into 12 straight
numbers.
Only playing two numbers is excellent. This means 14 drawings in a
2-draw per day state, which means that if the numbers are played $1
box at 5dimes (payout is $150), it will be $28 spent per week. This
means that you have 5 WEEKS to show a profit because $28 X 5 = $140
(the two numbers change every week; you do not play the same 2
numbers for 5 weeks). Same thing if the numbers are played straight.
That’s 12 straight numbers per week or $6 per day (if played for 0.25
cents) or $42 per week, which is $210 spent in 5 weeks - but the payout
is $225.
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VERY IMPORTANT: These numbers (which are based on a special
coding system) already have a track record of hitting at least ONCE or
TWICE per week in the last 12 to 15 weeks; so going for 5 weeks
without a hit is unlikely. In other words, there is an excellent chance
that you will get a hit in the 1st or 2nd week of playing (definitely the
3rd week) - and again, you are only playing TWO NUMBERS (or 12
straight numbers if you are going for a straight hit).
I am so confident in this system that my 12 straight numbers for New
York are in play right now at 5dimes. This means that I should be
getting a straight hit this week (Sun Feb 4 to Sat Feb 10) or next week
(Sun Feb 11 to Sat Feb 17). I will post a picture of my straight hit right
after I get it.
Insofar as the coding system; this requires a special Excel sheet where
you code the last 12 to 15 weeks in a very specific way (you code one
week at a time). You then collect the codes, enter these codes into the
Group Matching System program to identify the TWO hottest codes
(the codes are number based so the hottest codes can be easily
identified). These two hot codes will tell you the two numbers to play
the following week.
Basically, I will be giving away here my BIGGEST SECRET: coding
numbers based on fixed reference point. Many of my programs have
been based on this coding system. This is how you find order in
randomness; identifying a fixed reference point and then identifying
or coding numbers that follow based on this fixed reference point.
SECRET: The fixed reference point is the digit distribution of a
predetermined amount of numbers (20, 30, 40, 50, 60, etc.). I will
explain this in more detail in my explanation of the 7 Day Coding
System Kindle.
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I will NOT be turning this system into a program. I have done that in the
past and what I learned is that the program is super hot the first few
weeks and them becomes cold one or two months later (the program
stops giving you winning numbers) because the codes that the program
is based on are outdated. In other words, the code-based programs
will only give you winning numbers if the codes are always being
updated.
What I learned is that you have to stay on top of the codes of your state
and update them on a regular basis. I can not do this for all the states.
Therefore, what I will do is teach you how to do it on your own. It will
be up to you to update your codes every week and always be aware of
what are the two hottest codes in your state in the last 12
to 15 weeks.
I know that all of this sounds complicated to you right now - but I will
write it all up and explain it in detail. You will have to have access to
Excel. I will be sending out the Excel sheet you will need for the coding.
You have to understand what an “absolute reference” is to use this
system. You may want to take a look at some of these videos on
Youtube: http://alturl.com/4qbw5
Here is what I am going to do: I will write a Kindle that explains the
coding system. You will then have to email me the code at the end of
the Kindle to get the Excel sheet where you will do the coding.
I will start working on this Kindle THIS WEEK!

The Pick 3 Coach
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